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SSV series checkweigher
responds to issues arising from different positions.

We've increased the conveyor
speed to prevent two packs getting
on the scale simultaneously.
Is this Okay ?

I use a checkweigher
everyday.
Ease of use is critical.

A

Maintain appropriate
belt speed with SMF.

Increasing the conveyor speed is not a
recommended approach since when
the flow increases, the weighing
period decreases, which decreases
weighing accuracy. With SMF, which
minimizes weighing errors caused by
two packs getting on a scale
simultaneously, you can realize
accurate weighing at proper speeds.

A

The SSV's standard 8.5 inch color
LCD touch screen greatly
enhances usability and system
navigation. 6 standard view
screens are available to quickly
see product weight or trending
information.

It's a bother to fill in daily
reports everyday !

A

I don't want to read thick
manuals, nor do I want to
keep them in the facility.

Learning new equipment

You can create e-Report
with Smart Guide.

The SSV checkweighers save the
entire operation history onto
themselves. At the end of the
production, those can be output in
a CSV file.

A

can take a lot of time.

SSV's navigation makes
operation easy.

With SSV's intuitive navigation,
product creation and changes are
quick and easy. Manuals are not
required and simplicity minimizes user
errors.
The navigation system also
greatly aids for data collection
and HACCP compliance.

A

A

Smart Guide minimizes
training effort.

Smart Guide navigation guides the user
through basic system operation.
Even inexperienced operators can
quickly learn the system by following
the on-screen instructions.

IP66 rated waterproof models
are suitable.

SSV series has a wide lineup with different
modules. Waterproof models are suitable
for wet environment.
The open frame
structure allows for
easy cleaning.
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All SSV series
checkweighers come with
a color LCD touch screen.

Can we use a
checkweigher in wet
environment?

I'm concerned with

I want to use a
checkweigher
in our overseas factory.

increasing material costs.

A

SMF is effective for minimizing
material waste.

A

SMF reduces double product errors with the net
benefit of lower product rejects and material costs.

The SSV's control
is multilingual.

11 different languages are
selectable on-screen for interface
including English, Spanish, French,
German, etc.

I want a machine for high-mix
low-volume production.

A

The SSV series
checkweigher supports
200 different products.

Even if my company consolidates its
factories, I want operators to handle
both new and old machines.

Operating parameters for up to 200
different products can be stored in the
memory of SSV series
checkweighers. The product
registration is easy to perform thanks
to Product Registration Navigation.

A

Operators should have
no trouble with SSV.

Although the SSV series features a lot of
new functions, its basic settings are the
same as those of previous models. It's
easy to handle for operators who are
familiar with the Anritsu's previous models.

How can we improve our
quality control program ?

A

We recommend Smart Guide
and QUICCA.

Smart Guide prevents operator errors by
stopping procedures until the instructions
are followed correctly. USB port and
Ethernet are equipped as standard.
With QUICCA installed, you can optimize
your quality control by using ID barcode
scanning and video camera
monitoring.

Q&A
What is the difference
in specifications
between SV and SSV ?

Refer to QUICCA brochure for detailed features.

KWS6205BP05
Display: 8.5-inch
color LCD touch screen
Weighing range: 1.2 to 600 g
Maximum accuracy: ±0.015 g
Scale interval: 0.01 g

What if unexpected
events occur ?
A

Depend on Anritsu's global
maintenance network.

We offer comprehensive and responsive service network
in over 50 countries, ensuring that service, maintenance
and repairs are carried out quickly and efficiently.

KW6205BP05
Display: FDM panel display
Weighing range: 2 to 600 g
Maximum accuracy: ±0.02 g
Scale interval: 0.02 g
Above is the specification
comparison of comparable
models. Aside from display,
minimum value of weighing range,
maximum accuracy, and scale interval
are improved by the new scale features.

A
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Screw legs allow for easy
height adjustment.

Anchor plate

General purpose

SSV series Checkweigher

KDS2105ABW + KWS6205BP05

KWS6205BP2G

Since metals respond differently to different magnetic field frequencies, it is difficult for
conventional single frequency systems to detect both ferrous and non-ferrous metals.
Anritsu has patented a dual-frequency inspection system, which automatically
determines the best frequencies to maximize sensitivity for both ferrous and
non-ferrous metals simultaneously.

High sensitivity and functionality M6-h and M5.
High Sensitivity

M6-h
Entry

Anritsu's unique dual-wave detection technology minimizes product
effect to deliver high performance and stability.
The M6-h is the next evolution of the industry's first simultaneous 2
frequency detection systems.
Built-in support features - Product Registration Navigation and
Troubleshooting Help Screens - improve productivity and accuracy.

M5

■Features of M6-h series
Built-in digital signal processing (patent pending) better isolates product effect
and minimizes its impact on detection. Outstanding detection made easy.

Metal detectors look for fluctuations within
magnetic fields when the product passes
through the detector head. Since the magnetic
fields are affected by external sources such as
floor vibration and inverters from nearby
machines, a metal detector must be designed to
handle these challenges. With this in mind,
Anritsu's detection heads are designed to
provide high sensitivity without sacrificing
repeatability and reliability.

Contaminants

Time

Product

Product effect value

Vibration and electrical noise resistant

Product effect value

Advanced Digital Signal Processing

Product effect
reduction

Time

SSV series Checkweigher

Dual-Lane Checkweigher
Optimize Your Production Line Efficiency
For tubes, pouches, and flow wrapped products
Ideal for dual-lane filling and packaging lines
Ideal for dual-lane filling and packaging lines for tubes, pouches, and
flow wrapped products. Various weighing ranges, and conveyor lengths,
widths and pitches available.

Same functions as single-lane checkweighers
and excellent ease of use
Simple operation by a single indicator
● Operates each lane

independently with just
one indicator to meet
daily production
requirements.

● Statistical display of

average weight and
weight variations help
the operator understand
production trends for
optimizing filling
processes.
● Smart Measurement Function avoids double product error, minimizing

unnecessary rejects and thereby maximizing line productivity (see page 4
for details).
● Advanced load cell ensures accuracy and repeatability as high as

those of single lane checkweighers.
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